**Clip 4:** Read these questions then watch the video from **23:40** to **30:10**. Stop the video at 30:10 to answer these questions.

[Video link](https://youtu.be/N3qh0SBH9EU?t=23m40s)

1) What makes a ship unstable?
   a. long, narrow hull
   b. old wooden ships
   c. weighing too much
   d. not being tall enough

2) What problem with SS Great Britain does the narrator describe?

3) What type of people do the designers of the Conte Di Savoia want on the ship?

4) What does Tristan Smith mean when he says that “it capsized the board”?

5) What is the Conte Di Savoia’s solution for the problem you wrote in #2?

6) How does the Conte Di Savoia’s solution (#5) work?

7) What is the solution to the problem you wrote in #2 designed for the Independence of the Seas?

8) How does the Independence of the Seas’ solution work?

9) Why is it important that the flaps on the Independence of the Seas are thin and “slice through the water”?

**Critical Thinking:** Explain whether you think the passengers on the Conte Di Savoia’s and the Independence of the Seas are more alike or more different.